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Ana。rObi。 En。rgy M。tab。1ism in Man
The facultative anaerobes familiar to the
欝警護藷
霊宝葦鵠誤認e霊‡蕊精霊
human patients because it is not mentioned in
most discussions of hypoxia. The purpose of
this discussion is to show from experimental
轟葦葦謹‡
The PhysioIogical Problem
蒜叢認諾患豊‡
蒜諾意嵩。葦量謀
議護薬轟垂轟
琵諾轟護鵠
requiring an environment having血e ionic
W量LLIAM E. H廿cKABEE, M.D.
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Robert Dawson Evans Memorial
COmPOSition of the Archaean sea in which血ey
developed.
HE CIRCULATION
h。霊請豊島霊宝霊親
the prob獲em of environments which were low
in oxygen concentration because of血e proxim-
ity of their fellows. In addition, it is known
謹嘉嵩認諾諒
轟轟轟議
盤t霊討葦忠霊慧。措霊霊
Of the primitive animals which ordinarily are
慧患ya藍主語詔書。嵩’t詩
誌藷藷謹墓誌
tion and discharge of O2-debt has been demon-
S rated to occur just a講読請ects are
B⑱S丁ON U軸V臣駅S汀Y
SCHOOL O『 M臣DiCINE
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relatively sensitive to hypoxia, but considering
that they may increase血eir metabo工ic rates a
hundred-fold in flight while apparently con一
課語t蒜霊蒜器霊豊諾霊
have probably provided them with such com-
Plete oxygenation most of the time that anaero-
bic mechanisms have been discarded.♯　Much
of what is known about invertebrates must be
繁u討。智慧u悪業紫0器慧
and detaiIed information about mechanisms of
anaerobic metabolism would be valuable.
When multicellular creatures first appeared,
anaerobic mechanisms must have proved quite
器詳n岩塩蒜蕊霊鳥i蒜S霊
ever, required the development of circulatory
欝讃輩欝
human circulatory system.
THE BLOOD
霊蒜諾‡塁警護諾
謹話悪態誤認
叢襲欝叢
3言1霊宝n認諾謹幣‡霊宝
欝諾訪露露盤嵩聖霊
Vertebrate hemoglobins亘on compounds which
護謹護轟轟輩
built into the body upon which it was to be一
蒜豊盤悪霊藍嘉器嵩
and′ anaerobiosis are considered.
よこ謹豊龍器霊蓋叢
tion of this system seems to be controlled by O2
とension.
THE LUNGS
Eventually (at the p]atyhelminthic and An- -〉
認諾窯‡器量謹・
誌聾詩誌議叢塁一
叢聾蒜嵩豊警告
exposed to air rather than water (at least the -
modem Turbellarians, Nemertines, AmeIids,
詩聖‡詰聾露営墓’
Were developed with severaI times as much
葦艶葦器量謹“
岩盤討器謙語霊豊野浩
議謹霊‡碧‡豊器.
轟鶉轟薗
認諾護監護〇
第詰寵謹書藍篤葦悪霊
unc rtainties of the environment. Most higher
語豊a霊詔e詰霊晋清掃“
鶉驚覇議欝計ふ
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‡叢諾‡善欝謂
developmental sequence sets forth a basic and
箋薫霊霊‡蒜竃罷
謙語藍豊ro豊富蒜n, 。霊宝
警龍蒜慧叢話諜
built into the human constitution, the lung, aS
will be seen when pulmonary disease is con-
sidered.
THE NEED FOR ENERGY
*　If the exquisite oxygen supply mechanisms
音譜菩諾意叢葦
anima獲s. For instance, marine animals became
adapted to the wide osmotic fluctuations of
.詩誌霊盤蒜轟詰慧n‡憲二
Iished in fresh water with its stable osmolaritv,
.謙語豊藷藍謹宝器晋嵩霊諾霊簑誌‡霊芝
●算盤霊慧悪書霊霊親書‡
habit the river mouths, all creatures have
retained their mechanisms for anaerobic me_
● tabolism, and probably for the same reason,
namely, an eVer-reCu正ng need for it. It is
important to an understanding of clinical
う　PrOblems to emphasize that activity or work
聾叢書嵩躍‡
'　work jnvoIved in adapting to fresh water, for
instance, required an increase in oxygen con-
一亀SumPtion of several hundred per cent, and
豊‡晋霊霊ず豊霊n許諾三
、 moveme宣lt became the essence of noma=ife.
.議蒜豊幕岩島講書霊嘉譜
they must be credited with some other d珊cult
accomplishments.
.　A. They exhibit both the great heatproduc-
tion and the combined rapidity and power of
movement which is so characteristic of the
Placental mammals. As a consequence, rateS
トof oxygen consumption are tremendous by
+ COmParison with lower creatl-1reS.
in嵩盤書誌‡豊謹書言霊
even the most sedentary of land animals finds
親電嵩?u悪書t轟霊書Of
書誌誓霊謹叢
time engaging in hard muscuIar exercise (and
轟輩寵轟藷
dynamic circulation, the mammal obviously d主d
not discard anael.Obic metabolism, but on the
洋書霊葉書諸悪豊。霊霊瑞
Mexican ar adillo, etC. ).2
The above critical tests of bioIogical oxida-
tion as a source of energy and of circulatory
轟韓輩講輩
obtaining metabolic energy anaerobically for-
tuna ely stil  play a very important role in
enabling man to cope with the hypoxia of: (1)
富講義笥e認諾a藍讐f禁
霊1悪霊豊富藍豊謹
1ungs・
轟護発議轟
諾霊宝霊等霊豊富e霊a議嵩
Ieg y from ancestors which admittedly had
never been faced wi血the problems of pul一
叢警意義‡叢話豊
諾輩票諾叢
of m.ea. Its marine ancestors throughout an-
諜霊雪霊窪瑠譜1蒜0譜
ing at all to do with Pγi擁or its heart.
Lactic Acid and the Nature of
Anaerobic Metabolism
。。葦聖霊i器豊蒜嵩塁
ity to live without it must seem at first g量ance
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to be absent or quite vestigial in Ho仰o sapie棚・
But man can and does deal with problems of
譲二蒜龍霊叢霊
01ism which may occur ;れt’宛’O has, however,
remained unknown・ It appears to be disguised
and hidden in a number of biochemical com-
許諾霊窪t窯荒霊e晋蕊
caused by血e substance lactic acid・ Thirty
years ago some comection was believed to
exist between oxygen deficiency and lactic acid
PrOduction by tissues of the intact body.3 How-
ever’On dose scrutiny, nO fixed comection can
be substantiated, and every suggestion of one
霊諾意霊宝鵠4聖霊,0誌
the only serious approach to the problem which
has been made in man has had to be aban-
m忠霊u謹i富謙芸禁書塁
equilibria, SO that a new ana賞ysis of the prob-
lem can now be presented・
If oxygen tension in the interior of a cell is
reduced progressively (as, for instance, if its
OXygen COnSumPtion exceeds the rate of dif-
fusion of oxygen into it from the outside), its
metabolism remains undisturbed for a time be-
CauSe the rate of oxygen utilization is inde-
Pendent of Po2 (oxygen tension) above a cer-
tain low critica=evel・ Eventually, however,
血e rate at which Coenzyme I (diphosphopyri-
dine nucIeotide, DPN) is utilized, Or reduced,
by the oxidations of ce11ular metabolism ex-
ceeds the l.ate at Which it can be reconstituted
by oxygen・ DPN therefore becomes progres-
Sively more and more reduced (DPN ---ゝ
DPNH). Since the voltage which drives meta-
bolic oxidations is血e degree of oxidation of
器書誌葦慧謙語霊豊等
謀計嘉霊窪i薯器君範蓋
not necessar土ly in an absolute sense of reduc-
tion of rate of oxygen supply) is ``hypoxia’’in
the only essential sense. Hypoxia does not
OCCur With any and all reductions of intracellu-
lar oxygen tension. The occurrence of the criti-
cal tension inside the cells, Of course, CannOt
be detemined from measurements of oxygen
in some distant place, e.g., in b賞ood・
嘉蒜葦藍蕊霊一語藍智慧
dehydrogenase system:
(l) Pyruvate + DPNH=Lactate + DPN
Bv the law of mass action:
(2) [Lact・]=・Pyr・] × K苧器÷
From this∴Statement it is apparent that the　~
謹書悪霊誌薄豊謹言
One hand’and the value′of the relative oxygen.
supply factor, K苧誤記on the other・ Only
the latter factor is of interest in the present
comection, Of course, but the former can cause e
just as much lactate production・ When the -
COnCentration of lactate changes between time
o and n, that portion of the change (called
excess lactate or “ⅩL,,) due only to the e任ect $
Of true intracellular hypoxia can then be com-
Puted as follows:4,5
(3) [XL]二(Ln-L。) - (P.1-P。) (L。/P。)　‘
Here can be s en both the reason for the vague
器認諾叢荒誌蒜叢・
has no rela ion to hypoxia. Absolute lactate
‡n諾岩豊喜怒。三塁嵩諾告
whatever to oxygen lack.
Production of oxidized DPN by shifting
the steady state position of equation (l) to血e r
right is as good a substitute for its production >’
by oxygen as one could want.
Clinical Anae obic Metabolism
We are now in a position to re-eXamine the
meaning of lactic acidemia in man, a SurPris-.
ingly common phenomenon when looked for
With proper techniques, but one which dis-
guises and conceals anaerobic metabolism more
often than it reveals it.
I. LACTIC ACIDOSIS WITHOUT
ANAEROBIC METABOLISM
Paralyzed patients in body respiratol.S are ±
found to xhibit lactic acid accumulation when ~
made to breathe excessively rather than when
undervent lated. The anxious or fearful subject a
accumulates lactate as his breathing increases
霊聖霊諾‡諾記法‡霊蒜“
exercise begins befol・e exerCise starts言ust as
does the hyperventilation" In o血er words, lac-
tate production by tissues in血is whole group
of conditions almost seems to result from iれ-
CreaSe`Z oxygenation. Figure l shows the e任ect
Of simply increasing pulmonary ventilation >
voluntarilv in a nomal person; lactic acid pro- +
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duction by t主ssues is striking, and the admin-
istration of oxygen does not a任ect it. However,
レas∴Shown by the curve of XL concentration’
anaerobic metabolism does not occur as a result
Of hyperventilation.5 Certainly no anaerobiosis
2　　4　　6　　8　iO i 2　(4　i6　ie　　20　　22
FIGURE l. Marked lactic acidosis occurring in a
normal man in the absence of hypoxia. The change
in blood lactate (△ 1actate) is seen to be exactly
appropriate to the simultaneous change in pyruvate
(△ pyruvate) becausethe values satisfy equation (3)
for XL=0 (lowermost curve shows calculated XL at
each sampling time). Rates of oxyg,en COnSumPtion
' (Vo2) were steady (no oxygen debt was formed),
L and arterial blood oxygen satura置ion (Sao2) was
normal or above. Hyperventilation, however,
1owered blood carbon dioxide tension (Pco2).
WOuld be expected under血ese circumstances,
霊u‡霊室慧n詩語露悪忠
一　only to a rise in body pyruvate. Similarly, nO
XL accumulation is found to occur in the
clinical conditions mentioned above.
II. LOW OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT
A. H紡’Oae肋ia tt’励ot`t AnaeγObic Me青abo-
1 Zi$m. Lactic acidemia is found to occur in
Subjects breathing gas mixtures only very
3　slightly lower in oxygen tension than air, e.g・,
三豊宣誓荒言語豊豊嵩羅
require anaerobic metabolism if the circulation
has any reserve at all"　Moreover, the lactate
l accumulation which occurs as a result of rapid
ascent to 12,000 feet臆a]titude or even 15,000
to 18’000 feet’Can be abolished by the ad-
ministration of carbon dioxide with no change
霊。豊管轄篤黒e忍苦蒜’毒
diminutions of arterial blood oxygen tension
` (Pao2) do not actua11y bring about anaerobic
+　metabolism in man and other mammals,5 and
the administration of carbon dioxide does not
PreV nt it when more severe hypoxemia does
CauSe it.
In a number of experiments both men and
dogs were found to be able to cope with rapid
ascent to altitudes of less than 18,000 feet ( 10
慧嵩叢欝蒜葦
required XL accumulation.6 As a general state-
謹書芋窪苛霊豊譜蒜馨
‡認諾驚謹豊薫
duced at all altitudes, and no evidence of any
kind of breaking point is seen in血e oxygen
measuI.ementS.
う　　-6　　9　i2∴∴崎∴∴旧∴∴ 3　　6　　9　i2　i5 ∴ (8
FIGURE 2. Effects of breathing two Iow-OXygen
gases in a normal man. The very slight reduction
註寄託霊品諾藍蕊鑑賞禁書‡葦と置場
but no true hypoxia, aS Shown by the XL values.
More severe reduction of environmental oxygen,
10 per cent O2 (18,000 feet), likewise produced
lactate accumulation, a Part Of which (ⅩL) was dre
to anaerobic metabolism. Addition of 6 per∴Cent
car on dioxide to the inspired air deal.1y a鮮ected
total lactate∴COnCentration but not the rate of
anaerobic metabolism.
。i墨書嵩箪岩筈諒器等豊
拒宝器藍謹言嵩葦葦
ducing Pao2. When examined more in detail
the results indicated that no particular value
f Pao2 COuld be taken as an indication of
hypoxia in the broad range between 20 and
40 mm. Hg. Nevertheless, the values outside
血is uncertain range were of interest・ The
consistent abse量lCe Of anaerobic metabolism in
all patients with Pao2 in the range between
40 and lOO mm. Hg provides important food
????????????????〞??????????????????? ?
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詩法嘉島慧豊誌1謹言
叢輩灘
蓮藩箋叢
話霊霊忠霊認諾露悪書誌
IⅡ. ANEMIA
Exposure of men or o血er mammals to Iow
鵠諾露盤議蒜護
霊鵠薫謹謹叢
認諾悪霊書誌諸悪
Side environment that it is not surprising to
find that anemia causes distinct symptoms in
human patients.
豊誌鵠器欝
血at the eIevation is due in large part to the
increased quantity of plasma in each milliliter
Of blood・ The lactate concentration in plasma
欝輩葦輩轟
This may seem to indicate that血e oxygen
護籠轟琵轟
CaPable of driving血e circulation at such rates
as to compensate for most other di能culties. ‥
藍豊富等霊詰・謹話昔流耗
蒜等蕊誓書霊謙語C音譜器
work.
IV. FETAL LIFE
The mammalian fetus has been known for
;i藍韮y芸,書e器e詳豊‡悪霊
血is resistance is probab工y that the hypoxic
fetus reduces its blood pyruvate, and血us l.e-
duces the tota1 1actate accumuぬtion (and the　_
acidosis) which might o血erwise accompany
anaerobic metabolism. This is only a small .
襲葦欝二
悪書欝霊精詩誌霊th隷書
護憲輩登載轟
‡慧護詳叢話蒜.
Per Cent anaerObiosis can continue for a fu11 30
minutes wi血out jeopardizing Hfe.8 The mam-
轟n蕊誌n蒜認諾g霊謹0流言
護憲欝二
塁驚霊器鷲蒜紫嵩雪豊平
V. MUSCULAR EXERCISE
Lactate accumulation during exercise is
Smaller in amount in trained athletes than　9
in persons who are habitually sedentary; rise
in blood lactate, in fact, may nOt OCCur at all
霊碧嵩諾gn請書言霊蒜芋窪言
霊蒜叢誌嵩叢嵩霊三
轟襲欝轟
轟欝護輩・
have been found to occur in the myocardium ‘÷
and liver during moderate exercise and res-　さ
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詰霊霊諾嘉霊親。豊rf豊
them.
FIGURE 3. An i11ustI.a書ion of the anaerobic metab一
誌諾"磐蒜講読蒜鵠
1actate content (arterial △ 1actate) was mal.kedly
藍謹書蒜藍空音詣S謹b辞書
upward direction. Amlysis of blood drawn from
an antecubital vein (arm vein △ lactate) also was
in error, but in a downward direction.
Large numbers of data, Of which Figures
‡蕊露悪,窪諾豊諾慧
驚謹豊器護霊違
憲霊‡驚霊嵩護
詩誌認諾駕葦
respond completely to血e needs of the mo-
量e霊謹書蒜÷豊蒜C霊葦諦
exhausted with the first contraction.
ヾ　vI. DISEASE OF THE CIRCULATION
In studies done some years ago9 no sig-
謹書護諾意誌
clear血at such a finding means nothing in re-
悪霊講諾f f怒器悪書。詳言
a number of instances (but not all) to elevate
書誌。豊号音認諾嵩謝請託
叢藍護憲護
also elevate their blood lactates in a similar,
exaggerated fashion when told to exercise; they
塞葦詳轟籠
foi:霊豊詰0:諾蒜wha, has b。。n
Said血at blood oxygen concentrations and rates
Of blood flow are valueless in trying to decide
葦霊薬e謹啓i悪霊霊詫
0　　2　　4　　6　　8　　io　1 2　14　I6　)8　　2o
MiNU丁とS
FIGURE　4. Illustration of the anael.Obic me置ab.
olism occurring in a young athlete in training dur"
ing performance of physical work (4.3-fold increase
露語e苦難縁語悪霊計a謹書諾n治
anaerobic metabolism (ⅩL) and may di§guise its
presence altogether by exhibiting almost no rise
above resting levels.
can serve to describe in detail the rate of
蒜「霊藍Ⅹ話語晋禁yも聖霊慧
聾護轟
讃欝襲撃
if mechanisms of naerobic derivation of meし
ま蕊g認u豊been abandoned in血e
?????。????????…。〔
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A great deal of research obviously remains
:言霊禁書慧諾意荒i器0諾霊ニ
tioned here` While the results brieHy reported
霊謹書諾霊誌葦
with circulatory-reSPiratory disease・
1. As a need for increased oxygen delivery
器等。盤言。e慧詰霊豊。謹言
greater blood flow. These two responses may
be entirely su餓cient to supply the oxygen re-
quirement and prevent hypoxia in spite of
anemia, CyanOSis or a wide arteriovenous oxy-
gen di鮮erence. Greater caution should be exer-
cised in interpreting such findings as obvious
causes for fatigue, Salt retention, Cerebral
Pa工sy or death.
2. On the o血er hand, SuCh responses may
嵩ei三豊i誓書霊詫露語謹書
sponse of oxygen transport may also be insuf-
ficient in any given instance. In that case tissue
anaerobic metabolism makes up the deficit.
3. The oxygen deficit can thus be recog一
詫岩畳霊宝罷詳n盈空電
the metabolic facts are not known, at least this
limitation of oxygen determinations must be
bome n mind in thinking about problems of
OXygen SuPPly.
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Clini。al PathoIo加al Conference*
t。豊丘霊詩誌霊f霊晋誌盤慧
plaint of persistent non-PrOductive cough and
anorexia of two weeks’duration.
Pasf H癌o型In 1948 she was admitted to
MMH for study’and it was found血at §he
琵鶉護鶉
nausea and vomiting. ’The last episode of
h議諌s霊諾急患蕊E蒜。許Phi‾
gastric distress was four months prior to ad- .
mission・ She had chronic constipation with
謹計器i器楽霊謙・ a蕊嵩。差せ
Culitis of the coIon demonstrated by barium　_
S udies, and she was discharged improved・ ±
Hgb. 14.8 gms. %. Stool guaiac negative.
She was discharged on a soft, low residue diet.
In 1944 she was readmitted and treated ’
轟護聾薬轟
gms・ %・
In 1948 she was readmitted with an attack
窯盈よ藍葦詳豊富黙諾謹霊
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negative. X-ray Of血e chest revealed an eleva-
教tion of the left diaphragm, the cause of which
was undetermined.
.　One week after discharge she noted the
慧.雪景)霊悪霊。島忠, a霊宝誓
雷ぎ宝器a喜蒜聾藍豊誌
fluid in her left chest.
PhgsicaZ E糊mれatio航T. 100 p.o・, P. 100,
◆　R. 24, B.P. 160/68. Fundi-minimal A.V. nick-
- ing・ There was no venous distention. There
WaS dullness atthe left lung base, Wi血no rales
. present. The heart was not enlarged, and there
WaS a grade I apical systolic mumur. The
諾嵩韮聖霊器量鷺二
黒部誓‡聾a宝器霊聾‡
There was neither splenomegaly nor calf ten-
R諸寄篭豊富n霊。e諾h窪‡
39%,Hgb. 11・7gms. %,MCHC30%,WBC
◆ 13,500, 86% polys, 8% lymphs, 5% monos,
詔嵩喜諾意露盤g罷罷
るCOunt rOSe tO 18,350 wi血85% polys. Total
置PrOtein S.72. StooIs were consistently guaiac
ま諾’琵謹蒜。覚ま毒害蒜。霊
をcontained 1244 WBC’Predominantly lympho-
CyteS, and 845 RBC; its color was a clear yel-
low. Total protein l.17.
罵嵩諾謹,護‡驚
Barium enema was consistent with diverticul-
あitis and diverticulosis of the sigmoid coIon.
書輩護護龍
三轟蓮護聾欝
relieved by a rectal tube. In spite of intra-
muscular penicillin, her temperature remainedO豊謹書霊器諾霊葦霊
times daily, and could tolerate only small oral
. feedings・ Food seemed to remain in her stom-
塁蕊h譜。諾語鵠嵩霊慧
:譜諾謹霊謹
Of the feet. Sh  became extremely weak, and
PrOfuse drenching sweats continued, her fever
CurVe being remittent in nature. Ventricular
霊詩誌露悪議書霊競ニ
mentation, She grew progressively weaker, her
breathing became stertorous and she died on
her 36th hospital day.
Di任erential Diagnosis*
The past h主story is quite interesting in rela-
tion to the chief complaint of cough. The pa-
禁書豊蒜謹告許諾.磐霊
PrObably are aware, there has been some
誌霊宝豊栄誓。蕊書誌誓‡
the lung because of the extremely abnormal
PrOliferative picture seen in some of the tissue
謹詰薫蒜器量
謹言書豊島藍豊窯結
語盤認諾蒜嵩諾a蕊霊
欝議護憲
episode of gastric distress was four months
Prior to admission, COnSisting only of nausea
薫輩轟議塾霊
active diverticulitis of the coIon, aS Shown by
barium studies. At血is time, in 1943, it is of
COnSiderable interest血at her hemoglobin was
normal and her stooIs guaiac negative.
n葦露語霊宝葦電話忠恕‡二
Bilateral femora=igation was done. During
‡薯語義‡藍叢誌
Patients had considerable lymphedema as a
result. It would be of interest at this point to
藍。晋e露盤許諾窪語碧
* Dr. Henry M. Lemon, Associate Profe§SOr Of
欝e董罰艶課詩語露
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nation there is a statement that she had no
calf tendemess. Phlebothrombosis occurred
競轟塞輩謹撰
tion of a neoplastic process.
She was admitted in 1948 because of an
attack of pain resemb血g that of diaphrag一
誌i三豊i謹親善常蕊叢諾
認諾詩誌諾詩誌
hemoglobin was somewhat lower at this time
蒜謹票憲窪護
誤善業諾窪葦
欝諾e‡叢語豊叢
叢塁謹霊薬誌
悪霊嵩藍器器詰葦霊ti‾
蒜認諾葦護憲荒
嵩岩音謹話S霊詰誓書aw芸
mention made of dyspnea, ankle edema or
謙譲露語霊1葦f露盤霊
議馨護
講欝驚轟諾
襲護欝欝
語豊磐晋諾意誓書薯
tributory factor to血e fluid in the left chest.
Pleural e紐usion, SeCOndary to congestive heart
薫詩誌。蕊謹0誌-
thermore, the liver was not enlarged・ The　一
業認諾蒜謙語諾
Iiver. There was no splenomegaly and no calf ?
tendemess.
t書誌蕊書架揺詰豊島言
霊豊葉聾豊藷諾二
簑誌器謹護謹、
rate was elevated, Which is not surprlSmg ln e
霊霊宝悪く謹‡寵慧嘉t罵
蓮華覇寵藷護a
警護葦謹譲葉
露悪㌔it藍荒ぶ葦p嘉謀議ご
鵠議護墨護・
No cell block study was carried out on the
租uid.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●
Barium enema again showed diverticulosis
and diverticulitis, rather than tumor. How-
ever, the most significant x-ray WaS the G-I　ご
語意霊霊‡請書聖霊諾
藍蒜雷蒜浩宝器霊薬諾h霊三
豊欝警護三
of all cases of gastric carcinoma invoIve the　{
antral and prepyloric areas’and in the Mayo
Clinic series o士some 2000 cases only one per
諾。葦豊富書記聖霊t霊霊d計
these f皿ng defects, in the presence of an
鵠S霊詳露盤露盤器‡嘗ゝ
with some type of lymphoma of the stomach’$
Cl流cal Pathologicαl Co可ereれCe l l
either a lymphosarcoma or reticulum ce11
喜　SarCOma. There have been a number of these
CaSeS in which the lesion is apparently primary,軍需。1話芸芋監護等‡n霊豊
are rather late, Since the tumors tend to invade・望許諾t霊輩盤悪童
tend to remain local. Ante-mOrtem reCOg○
○葦t嘉島誓。語a蒜悪霊醤
置1ymphomas and, in some instances, their resect-
ability. Another type of sarcoma, Of course,
七　WOuld be a leiomyosarcoma. To me, the posi-
tion and size ofthese肌ng defects’in the pres-
霊鎧謹豊富蓋護器
1eukocytosis would be consistent with Hodg〇
三欝轟轟璧
柴島悪霊詰書聖聖霊
CytOSis and temperature curve.
諾豊富諾意慧還
常霊書聖t葦盤蒜塁聖霊
Iow-Salt regimen and given diuretics and that
血ese measures did not reduce the accumuIa-
三豊霊室警護豊警
護磐嵩嘉誌‡霊
feedings. Obstruct主on seems to have increased
teminally.
三態謡轟叢謹
COugh became more severe’and drenching
SWeatS Set in. The mass in the abdomen en_【 ‡碧嘉島警告‡霊等黒
点蒜轟寵語義
SuPerior mesenteric nodes, With obstruction of
the inferior vena cava.
さ、 She grew extremely weak, and here we have
> a most interest主ng statement; her fever curve
became remittent in nature. This suggests血e
Pel-Ebstein type of fever so often seen in ad-
VanCed Hodgkin’s disease. This temperature
chart fs as important for diagnosis as anything
else in the record・ The patient was getting
Penicillin at this time, Which would not be
Particularly e往ective in血e case of localized
Peritonitis resulting from perforation of a
cancerous ulc r. If her fever had been due
to an area of localized peritonitis with subdia-
Phragmatic abscess, She would have tended to
慧e #誓書ki器霊e芋窪r聾
temperature was remittent in nature, that is,
WaS elevated fo  ome days and then relatively
normal for several days, Which seems to have
been the case according to the chart.
th豊書宝器黒岩霊嵩v激震
StOmach’PrObably primary in the stomach,
POSSibly associated with secondary perforation
and localized peritonitis and subdiaphragmatic
abscess. I suspect on the basis of the appear-
ance of the x-rayS, the location of the tumor
and the other symptoms’that this may have
been either a Hodgkin’s lymphoma, lympho-
蒜器蕊荒豊y諾意豊豊富C霊
Primary tumor of the stomach. I believe that
the chest findings represent the reflection of
the infradiaphragmatic disease ei血er as a re-
Sult of extension of the tumor to the diaphragm
Or - onCe the possibility of Hodgkin’s disease
is considered喜from one other source: about
諜e諾意霊t豊島霊豊豊藍
黒帯霊霊悪詩語P智慧
influence on the course of her disease. It is less
likel〉7 that this is an epithelial type of neoplasm
SuCh as gastric carcinoma"　As a general rule,
advanced gastric carcinomas would not pro-
duce the picture血at is described here by
X-ray. Highly suggestive of gastric lymPhoma
are the massive convolutions of the mucosa as
Shown by x-ray. There will be no Iocal tumor,
just a di任use hypertrophy of the gastric rugae.
I believe th  pathoIogist will also find arterio-
sclerotic heart dis ase to account for the cardio_
megaly and extensive diverticulosis of the large
boweIs.
PathoIogical Discussion*
On opening the peritoneal cavity, a maSSive
tumorous invoIvement of the left upper quad-
# Dr. Russell P. Sherwin, Associate in Pathol-
Ogy, Boston University SchooI of Medicine; Associ-
ate PathoIogist’Massachusetts Memorial Hospita]s.
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l‘ant was noted・ Particularly invoIved were the
嵩護‡認諾蒜蒜薫
蒸慧a f詰藍ぷ霊堂。雪諾晋
Phoma’but all the features Dr. Lemon men-
tioned were present and shouId have reversed
FIGURE l. T重t肋Oγ肋αSS伽d sto肋αC九. On lifting
the edge of the left lobe of the livel., a nOdular
SWe量ling of the fatty tissue about the lesser
curvature of the stomach can be seen. The an.
terior stomach wall is smooth and rela青ively free of
his opinion. These characteristic findings wel.e :
multiple sma11, Pinkish-gray tumOr nOdules in
the stomach wa11 producing fungate mucosal
PrOjections with multiple areas of necrosis and
ulceration; local extension to the liver capsule
霊器蒜。霊n諾意葦。霊,紫
on the left side. There were aIso extensive
蒜認諾豊誌詩誌
thyroid gland, Which is very unuSual. The
metastases place the tumor in the aggressive
bioIogical gl.OuP, although the dissemination
WaS nOt yet Widespread・ It is a strange fact
that the non-aggreSSive biological group of
both lymphosarcoma (small-Cel=ymphoma)
離籍譲二
窪霊藍諾意説も驚寵謹上
time of death there was no recurrence or
慧S諾葦。害e読書聾誓書謹言
than for carcinoma.3 Thorbjamarson4 was able　-
to achieve a 53-Per Cent five-year SurVival
rate bv “curative’’surgery in a series of 32 .
蒜詮無謹書r詰i護持u霊、
and Herbert5 believe Hodgkins’ sarcoma is
"I
FIGURE 2. MZcγOSCO ic舟可d of職t7職Oγ CeZ′s, X500.老
The tumor ce量ls are of d珊erent types; SOme are
lymphocytes, SOme reticulum cells and some have
plasmacyte staining pI.OPerties. A mul書inucleated .
giant cell is present which is interpreted as a Stem・
berg-Reed cell, although it is not typical.
more favorable than reticulum cell sarcoma, ,つ
with lymphos rcoma intemediate. A confusingfa意志塁碧議書霊g浩二罵言
were endocrine gland abnorma皿es and a
l.enal h mart ma. The breasts showed marked l
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藷荒業謹豊荒業
Of an adenomatous type were found in the
thyroid gland・
The terminal episode was related to the ex-
tensive invoIvement of the abdominal organs
FIGURE 3. Le事ot,αγy. Note multiple cystic spaces,
審　Many are lined by germinal type epithelium (so-
Called germina量inclusion cysts), but some linings
§uggeSt atrOPhic follicular cysts. The whorled, dark
SubcorticaI nodu量es are made up of ba§OPhilic
OVarian stromal cells, theoretically capable of
estrogen secretion.
言霊器豊富霊蕊露悪r譜
COmPlications were a small gastric perforation
悪霊C霊d詩宗S蒜音盤諾誌
r∴ serosanguineous and due to tumor invoIvement管禁霊親誌is豊島霊薬嘉
. coronary artery invoIvement, and the heart
戸鶉驚護葦蓋誌
Final Diagnosis
l・ Malignant lymphoma of the stomach wi血
extension to liver, PanCreaS, left dia-
Phragm and omental sacs; metaStaSeS tO
regional lymph nodes and thyroid gland・
2. Marked gastrointestinal hemorrhage.
3・ Serohemorrhagic peritoneal and pleural
cavitv fluid.
4. Slight bronchopneumonia; Slight pulmo-
nary congestion and edema,
5. Chronic cystic mastitis.
6・ Polycystic ovaries with slight cortical
StrOmal hyperplasia.
7・ Leiomyomas of uterus.
8. Nodular thyroid gland・
9. Hamartoma of kidney cortex.
10. Generalized arteriosclerosis.
FICURE 4. T九yγOjd a融弛mor j7調tγαきe. The
Cel賞s at firs霊glance resemble lymphocytes, but the
tumor ce量ls are much larger and show pleomor.
phism.
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Para。。Isus: Th。 S。ar。h for Certainty*
霧:a誓霊霊盈u驚霧等告盈
蒜?議s霊欝。盤鶴笠窃
hねbe初g・
-Carl Jungl
The lt)ねoZe a汚of med頼れe aS宛(is∴れ01t,
raC訪oed !s bt,吊he初COγpOl・ated compo伽d
卸gγ`婦a仰d i肋post研e・
- Erasmus 2
Out of the tumult血at was Europe in the
碧葦n‡嵩‡董琵蒜0藍i蒜
繁華忠霊C纂霊盤詣ご蕊
disturbing because of the controversy he
CauSed, and is continuing to cause, amOng
欝嵩謹薫籠豊
Eremita, known to the world as Paracelsus.
蕊豊島認諾語霊1慧誌霊‡
to al工but a few, Since he wrote in a dialect
籠霊薬豊譜轟
器量謀議義認嵩霊
Careful reader of even血e most dispassionate
窯霊詑記譜盤霊塁器葦
His e任ect upon his contemporaries was one of
盤窪;h譜a蒜) less so three
Paracelsus was bom on November 14, 1493,
豊‡豊器聖霊誓書霊詰
Schwyz, nOt far from Lake Zurich in what
is now Switzerland. His father was the local
琵豊諾悪霊驚
Even here, the arguments over paracelsus
禄This paper was prepared for Phamacology.
O’Brien majored in English and was editor of the
議書詰h黙諾詔書書監護篤
took the required science courses. He brings to
the School an ability for expression which is a11
too rare among those who go into medicine.
GERALD F. O’BRIEN
Boston University School of Medicine　　　^
認諾警聾諾叢‡二
議藍r詳言詳‡豊豊鵠喜豊
balder, if less beatific, POint of view. The f
誌雷護憲誌叢書
tryman; they remained so for the rest of his life
and later became a source of bitter contention
霊。豊霊感芋等霊嵩嵩慧‡ ,
this disease into adulthood. His mother com-
諾忠霊i霊謹霊e議書言霊.
塾薫轟壁上
議護譲二
Tuebingen.
Impac置of TheoIogy
轟韓轟轟譲二
Renaissance was c ming into its full flower and　‾
just prior to Lu血er’s schism. The 13th century　±
had witnessed the rediscovery of血e writings
Of Greece and Rome, and in 1507血e universi一　つ
ies in Europe were raging with血e argument
OVer the dichotomy between faith and reason
叢轟鶉輩輩・
驚喜蒜宝器講霊二
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leaders adhered - that faith and reason were
諾聖霊意豊富等豊富紫雲
詩語詰轟藍慧善悪詩篇
轟謹葦認諾葦
theoIogy held that since natura=ife was only
a minor part of the soul’s life, and therefore
unimportant, Pain and disease were conse一
誌詩語霊霊鴬詩語諾意Were
器量諾議謹攫器
burg, Inge工stodt, Munich and Frankfort; he
蒜霊蒜藍霊謹。霊u藍u豊島
Ioose life of the students. Pachter9 notes that
誌叢護憲護蓑蒜露
語柴島請書d誼薄三慧言
detemined to find a di任erent approach to
In 1511 he received his baccalaureate from
the University of Viema, Where he had dis-
COVered and embraced humanism, Which
PreaChed the gospel of free will. However,
詰霊隷書霊霊諾i碧警告縄
諾聖霊警告霊謹書毒等
護謹言謹藷詣r罵
〆　then-Current Student practice of Latinizing
the patronymic;11 Paracelsus has been inter-
Preted as a translation into Latin of the literal
二轟鶉態譲二蓋器蒜豊能誌叢
’ taught at FIorence; Oecolampadius, a leader
in the Protestant movement in Switzerland and一議欝諾寵叢討議
Kabbala.12　Neo-Platonism o任ered a monist
十請託聖霊謹誓言S謹s蕊器誉
.~　divine in丑uence and that therefore God and
man’the supematural and natural, Were nOt
SeParately divided entities. Man, the micro-
COSmOS’WaS a manifestation of the universe,
Or maCrOCOSmOS, and the two thus interacted
and a任ected each other; the stars could influ-
ence man and man血e stars. Furthermore,
the Neo-Platonists claimed that there was an
誓書語a諦慧霊a豊工等誓
doc rine of idealism and hope which strongly
appealed to Paracelsus.
A Legacy from the Arabs
蒜諾龍輩葦
Europe since he 13th century was a legacy
from the Arabs. Dawson13　traces∴SCientific
諾藷鑑識嵩霊
認諾叢蓋謹話叢欝
developed血e Kabbala to interpret血eir scrip-
tu s; and its eventual passage to the Saracens
鶉欝豊譜箋
欝襲轟議
紫詳説豊K嘉a雷誌n豊y霊
Cism. Moreover’all血is medical knowledge
聖霊筈磐蔀荒慧霊宝n管‡
欝叢鴇詩誌蒜
a spur to scientific development, however, but
欝蓮華轟輩
elements of dissent, Since obvious discrepancies
欝轟葦譜輩
him.
紫驚霊韓輩
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轟認識
欝豊轟墾轟
詳記葦詰寄二諸藩霊規
整欝藷藷聾
‡悪霊黒雲i善悪i慧霊謹言二
義謹話霊諾意
霊器詩誌葦葦i‡慧誌霊
not published until 1542.
h慧C3芋碧,霊書諾意書n葺霊宝
豊島諾霊器告謹書露語
置蕊等詰禁誌霊請謁豊票
all science appeared to him to be doomed
蒜l叢p叢’.嵩薫嵩叢窪
藍霊誅蒜誓書。晋註嘉‡
紫霊葦喜慧葦豊謹書嵩
elder Savonarola, former head of the FIoren-
譜叢轟輩輩
The Issue of the Degree
Paracelsus∴SOOn left Ferrara without his
碧諾謹書請書蕊藷‡豊
French hands. The issue of his degree has
豊島霊書誌、豊嵩。三豊r宝
器書誌謀議誌蒜
court record in which he testified on his oath
at Ferrara.16　Since he was never at a loss to
欝霊置嵩豊誓豊嵩謹龍霊
and of theoIogy),17 not much credence can　.
be placed in this statement. The fact that he
縞嵩晋革ま藍霊蒜蒜認二
were a powerfully organized group, and it ac-
counts for part of their hostility towards him,
語轟轟輩へ
艶話譲諾意謹ニ
practice is against all, and he is another Lucian,
so to speak.’, 18 Paracelsus became and always∴∴r
蒜詳言蒜菖話語謙二霊霊霊
豊島。‡書誌霊嵩霊蕊∵
standing, and on血e other血ose who experi-
mented with and observed the results of new
譲葉蒜謹鵠●
empiricism’however, Which later accounted
for some of his most famous achievements.　.
t。諾詰慧詩語諾。謹器露蒜
塁蕊岩盤誓豊霧,怒e藍a霊二
‡霊書誌e藍晋窯t苗r言霊。霊
of wounds was a brutal blend of Galenic　.
詳譜議C嘉雷語意‡詫言繕ニ
欝琵諾意嵩詳豊臣
Alth ugh not y t known by that name,
護叢話‡霊龍欝∵
‡慧豊鵠謹。i葦言霊謹話言
despair. He wrote: ``often I decided to leave
the art alone. I pondered that it is all uncertain sb
and dece ful. I abandoned it again and again,
and treated it with indignation.’’19
Retuming home from the war, Paracelsus
韻語法器豊霊詰藍豊
富霊霊S培霊㌔ael記譜g蕊n:‡
誌諾意雷講義霊
Self-COn ained and govemed by strong condi-
tions of relatedness even God would not
violate. It was from Trithemius that Para-
O’BRIEN : PαγaCeねZ!S　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　17
ヌ　celsus leamed the doctrine of signatures:血e
Signs of the zodiac have counterparts in theニ輩嵩葦轟
Can inform which herb, metal or stone is in戸認p豊謹荘霊器霊諾詰豊
macrocosmos, also occurs within, in the micro-
cosmos.20　From this he derived his medicinaI
ト　theory of s海lia sim綴bt’$, Of treating like wi血
で　Iike. Neither Parace賞sus nor Trithemius held
With sorcery, although血eir a量chemical fomu-
F las, SymboIs and mysticism remain confusing・
One unfortunate result of this confusion was
that Trithemius was removed from his position
at the abbey on the charge of sorcery. He died
審∴ shortlv after.
The Travels of Paracelsus
In 1517, Paracelsus began his remarkable
travels through a工l of Europe and the Near一語語‡謹書葦董
mark’ Sweden, Lapland, Lithuania, Poland,
ニ詣誹豊詩篇隷書三塁
He visited every famous university in Europe;
inspected the mines of England and the Balkan
r region; aCted as amy physician and surgeon
in the Hanseatic Wars and as court physician
for Chl.istian X of Denmark; traVe11ed to Mos-
+∴琵葦昔話書誌霊‡慧㌔霊
宝討議嵩霊宝霊宝霊轟豊
~　Levant and the Dalmatian coast; and finally
retumed to Villach in 1524. He was constantly
詩語悪霊書誌器等提昂慧
詰黒革霊宝盈三悪荒詳豊
j`　that made up the lower stratum of Renaissance
-　SOCiety, and he was able to fall in with them
during his joumeying, tO his own pleasure and
PrOfit. His particular genus for aIienating
O鯖cials’Physicians and so蘭burghers of the(蕊等議書岩盤r謹t鞘慧
SCale. Fl.Om them he ]eamed medicinal folk_
lore, myths, SeCretS Of nature and a solid fund
詰善意霊詑鴇霊精霊l終業
With extraordinary success; his reputation as a
二　WOnder-healer soon spread over aエ1 of Europe.
ト　　Paracelsus’ concem with nature and the
things of nature was highly iewarded during
盤蒜岩嵩嵩。霊宝等’霊話芸
ing formed in Italy, tO Which Par6 later ac-
knowledged his indebtedness.21 Instead of
Cauterizing wounds and dressing them with
藷轟韓護輩
medicine. His early interest in the mines at
藍轟籠護‡
miner ・ His trave賞s in the Near East brought
him firsトhand nf rmation on the state of
Oriental medicine and chemistry, aS Well as
謹藷t蕊議書寵霊1豊。霊
謹書嘉霊宝豊霊宝霊葦霊
OPium compound, and to it was attributed
窪s謹詰寄蕊罰雑器霊
護驚諾繋
OPium s such.
Paracelsus wrote of this period of his life:
“And in all血ose countries and places I was
盤豊露磐叢話慧r藍昔話
昔話聖書雪霊d蕊董塁al‡
詫霊藍蒜。誓書蒜霊忠霊‡
and in monasteries; With the nobles and with
叢葦豊豊嵩誓叢
器量霊嵩認諾
mu t her eaves be tumed.,,27
The Basel Episode
籠襲態
SPlit between catholicism and Protestantism,
the lead r of the latter group being Oecolam-
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蒜豊嵩謹諾嵩
became available (due to the unchary utterings
of the former o伍ce-holder against the Refor-
mation) , Oecolampadius persuaded血e Prot-
諾意豊島崇藍請書霊
medicine, Which he announced as an explana-
tion of ``‥. the textbooks which I have written
議書葦i豊艶・ i請書窪
them from excerpts of Hippocrates or Galen・
In ceaseless toil I created them anew upon
the foundation of experience ‥ ・ If I want to
難。諾聖葦葦霊盈‡慧謹
書菩㌢ h霊雪鴛岩盤蒜悪霊
豊語‡簑謹蒜霊
doctrines that so few physicians have correct
views of disease, its origins, and its course.’’28
壷輩競藷輩
叢‡叢話童謡嵩叢
話認諾霊霊誓書蒜詩語
To make matters worse, he lectured in Ger-
man, Which was considered an insult to leam-
誤読誌慧叢講読
Iectures anyone who cared to listen. Telepnef29
reports that餅teen students were o鯖cially reg-
istered at Basel in 1525; five in 1526; thirty-One
in 1527, When Paracelsus was teaching; and
one in 1528, after he left.
藁襲畿
轟護態轟
ars, Claims血at a much lesser medical tome
was bumed・ Murphy31 says that the works一∴一
票罵警票諾意慧二
and Schweis im r 32 adds to the fire the works
of Averroes and I hazes, tWO eminent Arabian
Physicians.
轟轟輩義塾{
蒜嵩語義護詩誌i
These acts only increased the antagonism to-　9
諾意忠霊霊謹書葦,書誌,葉詫
forest-aSS Of Einsiedeln’’; he referred to the
faculty as ``a misbegotten crew of approved f
欝謹謹詩誌露語.
he w s ca11 d the “Luther of medicine’’he　‘
rep賞ied: ``That which you wish to Luther, yOu
wish also to me; yOu Wish us both to the fire:’35
塁慧書芸藍葦諾r塁書　き
Paracelsus.36　The death of Froben in 1528,
蒜。豊艶。豊島輩豊富嘉二
he was forced to flee the city the night before
he was dl-1e tO be arrested and jailed・
Fiasco in Nuemberg
轟輩藷轟箋e
but a ked instead that he be given an oppor-　_
‡豊t3蒜豊島謹書霊嵩
fortunat s were isolated, Paracelsus e任ected a
cure, Or at least a remission of symptoms’in　?
窪豊t嵩雪雲S豊謹告謹上
Only increased opposition from the medical　一
豊豊崇誓聾謹告
洋語荒謹蒋‡監謹霊諸悪、
the disease and the follies of his fellow-
PraCtitioners. Once more an uproar ensued -
more ominous in this instance - Since in con-
諾諾護憲詰霊譲二
can guiac trade. Further publications were .「
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ふ　forbidden by the city censor, but Paracelsus
managed to have an edition of “Three Chap-
亨　ters on the French Disease’’privately printed
in 1530. Again he had to flee.
Paracelsus had empIoyed the discredited
remedy of mercury in血e treatment of syp軸is,
′ ,霊宝葦輩r霊豊等諾諒恕
Patients had fomerly been administered mas-
Sive doses of mercury intemally, had had it
べ　aPPlied to their lesions and had inhaled fumes「慧叢話蒜謹荒叢
戸　an Oil of arsenic, but no other writers o任er
substandation, Turenne38　states that the ex-
Perience of Paracelsus at the Fugger mines
膏霊護憲諾叢書
紐ght by the very family under whom he first
言　devised his method.
遠謀詩誌蒜誌講
’ Germany. At an uⅢePOrted date he spent
SOme time in the Tyrol, in the chemical labor-
atory of the mine of Count Fueger, Who bore
二善意霊諾蓄誌謹
言蒜窪s霊嵩a蓋s霊。諾常黒
岩諾意霊in蔀霊藍豊蒜
Purify th土s arcanum by chemical means, and
‡蒜器h塁詳言m豊霊豊葦
Writing, but could find no one to publish his
ェ　works. He never stopped his medical prac-
in豊誓書窪董謹豊諾a霊
〈　had tasted fully of failure and was poor’V正u-
ジ蕊悪書Sr露語慧霊鞘霊憲
二謹豊叢‡幣三輩
but not the letter, Of the Counter-Reformation
葦讃藷薫
Surgery” was published, the only one of his
二語菅笠t議書誓書輩書誌
血ought is noticed here, however, for Pachter 41
罵諾意詩誌貴誌
The Sn w of Misery
By 1537 Paracelsus had been restol.ed to
favor in血e eyes of inHuential people・ He was
banqueted and honored on his visits to various
cities where he had been ca11ed for his medica]
慧豊慧霊豊聖書晋詰
詳言諾詳∴韓諾意霊f器
楽読器量霊嵩s:謹‡0豊富
詰轟薯霊諾叢
認諾書聖告言霊書誌罵
監箪0悪霊もf善言r置芸:
Summer is over.’’42
。蕊豊吉監慧豊藍窪宝器霊
the world as Paracelsus. His detractors, SuCh
as Bayon’43 c nsid r him a fraud, unWOrthy
Of praise, a Charlatan, a boor and a nuisance.
His admirers, SuCh as Strebel,44 regard him
崇謀議霊諾意叢
His ideas of social just主ce were extremely mod-
em;45 his concepts of theoIogy were medieval・
Although his contributions in the field of
Chemotherapy failed to survive血e tests of
萱霊薬諾講義‡蒜
誌叢‡葦謹鵠嵩
薫嵩薫謹欝菩諾意謡
trappings and cleared the way for the entrance
霊霊豊悪t豊豊富議謹言
警護轟輩鶉
葦講n薫業豊豊a書誌嘉島
id als in which e believed.
The bibliogγaphg ds at,a硫bZe on′ reqt‘e$L
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P嵩昔豊謹書字詰詩語霊ぎ‾
an三豊a謡霊苦霊禁書r書聖,
Alumni Association of the SchooI
of Medicine
BoARD OF EDITORS
Lamar Soutter, M.D., Chaるmaれ
William C. Barrett, Jr., Ph.D.　Nicholas J. Fiumara, M.D.
Charles P. Emerson, M.D.　　　Franz J. Ingelfinger, M.D.
Douglas A. Farmer, M.D.　　　George Levene, M.D.
JosEPH E. GARLAND, Maれag祝g Ed癌oゲ
嘉語意。謹書葦意
義蒜器葦描.器h慧‡篤詣
Pa諸芸監露盤詔窯鑑結t。 Th。
認諾笠鳥謹認諾h器等雪蒜霊
should be reported promptly.
。。ST。N UN.VE‡常磐霊柴島.TS MEM。R重A.
Ho sp重でALS
A LOOK TO THE FUTURE
Recently the University has amounced its
intention to proceed with the construction of
a $3,000,000 research building for the use of
the faculty. AIthough there can be no doubt
that such a unit is needed badly to house
豊悪霊慧霊‡蒜誼諾重謹
first, it would be a basic science building to
house classrooms, Student laboratories and a
library. Next would be a domicile for our stu-
dents, male and female, married and unmar-
ried. After this would come construction at
the Massachusetts Memorial Hospitals where
some new buildings are badly needed・ The
‡㌍誓言禁書霊宝謹告雷雲
The nurses need adequate housing・ We require
謹書審議器豊富瑞討a豊
諾諾器諾聖霊
but this should be extended into the fields of
social and physic‘al rehabilitation and aimed
towards the conversion of this area from a
backward slum where disease, alcoholism and
immorality flourish, into a district where per-
SOnS Of limited incomes may ]ead wholesome
and prod ctive lives.
To carry out these plans and to bring into
著嵩r置雲。詳e‡霊詳記嵩
award of an M.D. degree, We muSt have new
buildings. So far, Dr. Keefer and the medicaI
faculty have obtained a $l,500,000 grant from
the Natjonal Institutes of Health for the re_
器霊豊薯h持説 詩語宝器
have contributed another $900,000. We are
藍霊韮聖書慧精霊霊諸芸
輩轟輩護叢輩
excellent private hospital a壮ached to it which
must, tO fu胤I their purposes, be modemized
露盤警護詣悪
霊書。窪i詑葦詰寄霊蒜蒜
Sibility of transferring its Medical School to
諾叢話荒誓蒜豊
as to whether the Universitv can bear the
burden of the increased expense of a modem-
誤電辞意轟輩
much to o鮮 r us, Particularly in the growing
諸悪露盤辛鴇豊聖書霊等
霊霊霊苛書誌豊富霊碧‡三
善欝豊護鶉轟
and the Hospital must go forward with their
Plans and do so now,
LAMAR SouTTER, M.D.
REGARDING WRITING
Two articles in this issue compel editorial
;言豊墨諾嵩霧護
れMa私He expresses himself with clarity, lead-
ing the uninitiated through a d脆cult subject
With logic and perspective.
The c tique of Paracelsus∴SPeaks we11 for
EDITORIALS　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　2 1
the breadth of Mr. O’Brien’s academic back〇
一　grOund・ He has a sense of history and of
humor. We hope he will become a writing
手　doctor (in the Holmesian, rather　血an
Maughamian, tradition).
Much has been written (some of it quite
牟　badly) about血e defects of doctors as writers.
That nothing at all has been said about those
Of writers as doctors merely emphasizes the
二轟輩謹薄
暮　aPPearS tO devote himseIf with Hirudinean
‡窯業藍豊富詰霊請書ger of
Actually, While a doctor may or may not
+　Paint, fiddle, PIow, hammer, SCu車t, drink or
COnquer Niagara in a barrel as an avocation, it
霊端等霊黒盤聖霊豊能
use of words.
The bare essentials are the best: few ad一
言語葦‡豊t話芸豊霊宝s器
諾。r器霊法器詳蒜,嘉島
write it - don’t club it to pieces.
r As for us, We disembarrass ourselves of our
「　cranial accouterment in behalf of Huckabee
and O’Brien.　　　　　　　　　　J.E・G.
WATERHOUSE SOCIETY MEETING
メH葦霊諸悪喜諾‡盤豊豊
Waterhouse Medical History Society meeting
小龍‡葦蒜蒜語義浅
Blood祝A毒mals (1628).
Harvey first analyzed the action of the heart
in lower animals and cadavers and concluded
that contraction of the auricles and ventricles
drove bloQd before them:
ti書‡霊葦七蕊葦豊琵悪
霊藍豊塁窪1‡嵩譜嵩票霊
書聖葦喜霊宝霊豊麗豊島薫
the arteries, therefore, are distended, because
they are創1ed like sacs or bladders’and are not
針Ied because血ey expand like bellows" It is
in v工rtue of one and the same cause, therefore,
that a11 the arteries of the body pulsate・’’
Further anatomical investigation of the
‾　valves of the heart gave additiらnal proof that
ト　blood could flow only in one direction:
`† ‥ from the right to the left ventricle, from
the vena cava into the aorta, through the porous
StruCtur Of the lu s. ‥ that since the blood
s incessantly sent from the right ventricle
琵琶譜嵩豊慧鴇
器慧‡。霊。蕊荒塁‡蕊荒島書
uously ‥ ・ I began to think whether there
might not be a MOTION, AS IT WERE, IN
A CIRCLE.’’
Following this anatomical work, Harvey di-
rected attention to the physioIogy of the cir-
護轟蓮華鵠
th詰tt誤差f慧窪豊霊‡
豊量誓藍悪‡霊宝霊嵩
veins at the same moment.”
Harvey experimented wi血tight and loose
tourniquets on the arm and found that: ``From
these facts it is easy for every careful observer
to leam that the blood enters an extremity by
th  arteries.”
in龍聖霊‡嵩碧諾霊霊品薄
CO#豊瑞雲諾意議as b。f。r。, if
器常置苦霊書豊寄書霊
藷輩轟襲
vein is filled from below. That the blood in the
Veins therefore proceeds from inferior or more
蒜豊S豊‡豊器聖霊‡詰
COntrary direction’aPPearS mOSt Obviously.’’
PROTEIN BOUND & TOTAL IODINE
PAPER ELECTROPHORES工S
CATECHOL -AMINE S
TRAN S AMINASE
CLINICAL CHEMISTRY
BosTON MEDICAL LABORATORY
NoRBERT BENOTTI - JosEPH BENOTTI
DIRECTOR S
19 BAY STATE RoAD, BosTON 15, MASS.
CO　6-8402
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Abstra。tS
of articles published
by sta紐and faculty
MEISSNER, W. A., SoMMERS, S. C., and SHER-
器a千とa霊豊艶碧si三豊ニ
duced Experimentally by Estrogen. Cancer
lO:500, 1957.
藷欝轟薫
←thereafter with insulin (because of interest in
relationships of human diabetes mellitus to
endometrial cancer), but the experimental
詩誌宝器豊豊0‡嵩he
Six of 18 estrogen巾eated rabbits deve工oped
invasive endometrial cancers of various micro-
襲轟輩轟豊驚
WⅢ0’S WO弧量珊?
Not the doctors who
Carry Crosbie-Mad⊃onald’s
Physicians’Liability Insurance.
35 years of on-the-SPOt,
PerSOnal attention by
competent personnel
and experienced
attomeys assures
i血ediate action and a
Satisfactory solution to
liability problems.
Wriまe To Us For Bαきes
(温OSB量E-MAO恥皿患Ⅲ
79 Mi重k St., Boston 9
LI　2-9538
nomyosis, Small fibroid myometrial tumors and
親ic subserosal endometriosis were also
Ovarian tissues after estrogen developed
萱葦艶輩轟霊
rabbits with endometrial cancer also deve工oped
義認葉叢昔諾菩
謹叢豊鸞鴇窪
BASS, D. E., IAMPIETRO, P. F., and BusKIRK,
E・ F. Diumal oxygen consumption and rec-
嵩e器雪蒜軍鶏。fO書誌
1957.
E鮎ects of co血nuous cold stress on daily
PattemS Of oxygen comsumption (VO2) and
recta工temperature were studied in five men.
Cold stress consisted in living continuously in a
Chamber a七60OF. for 14 days, Wearing only
Shorts and with minimal physical activity.
慧霊豊も語:三豊,拝評議蒜
The cold period was preceded and followed by
1講書豊豊ぶ課慧営芸濃.
9 :80 a.m葦嵩鴇詰腹蒸㌢ntment
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two weeks at 80OF. Activity and dietary com〇二欝護覇轟
暮　was20% hi吐erat8A.M., 16% atnoon, 16%
at 4 P.M. and ll% higher at 8 P.M. than at
蒜寮監隷書音譜葦葦罵霊
二先議書誌書聖請託請書嵩
did not di鮮er from血ose at 800F. Rectal temp-
eratures at 8 A.M. were significantly higher
戸　in the cold than at 80OF. The results indicate
that rectal temperature was well maintained
宣言聾嵩隷蒜繋
LEVENE, G., and ScHEFF, S. Intravenous cho-
寮監警h器昔豊n。豊i葦慧
Radiologg 68:714, 1957・
攫轟輩塞
Outlook is late diagnosis. Although carcinoma
more commonly invoIves the head of血e pan-
CreaS血an the body or tail, ``painless jaundice’’
Sel語。器諾富己。t is a。。ut ,hr。。 in。h。S
long. In its course from血e junction of the
慧議書器嵩。豊吉嵩読書嵩
denum’its distal portion is embedded in血e
露程器需豊龍軍票碧
m宝器s霊宝薯豊r諾1詰
Of the more common anomalies, but in none
of these did the common duct show a con_
VeXity to the right, Or an abrupt change in
caliber.
It becomes apparent that血e common duct,
because of its intimate anatomical relationship
霊監豊謹器詰宝器盤三
豊豊豊富葦霊蕊碧1豊言
distorts the common duct, and the latter as-
」譜n驚豊f菩露語葦
へ　creas. Since pancreatitis may also cause tume-
fo「 sponge bath use.
S. S. Pi漢RC各
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驚葦’三嵩諾
轟轟葦叢叢
FIGURE l (A). Semidiagrammatic illustration
Showing the typical course of the common duct
through the head of the pancreas. (B). Showing
the typjcal displacement deformity of the common
duct in carcinoma of the head of the pancreas.
(Co町Iesy of尺の俄oねgγ).
ti、書誌誓書霊㌔号諾苦器_
紫器蒼。霊ぷ霊等器霊霊i誌霊　一
語f黒さ霊謹呈t霊1藷警藍u嘉
島嘉r某誌隷書裳。霊霊-
metastasis.
REFERENCES
l. EISENDRATH, D. N. Anomalies of the bile　?
ducts. J.A.M.A. 7l:864, 1918.
FIGURE 2. Laminagram obtained aftel. intravenous
injection, Showing the typical deformity of the com.
mon duct (arrow) in carcinoma of the head of the
pancreas. (CouI.teSy Of Radjology).
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… DermatoIogists in pemphigus, erythema multiforme, atOPic
eczemas and contact dermatoses
… Chest Physicians in bronchial asthma, Pulmonary fibrosis
and by general practitioners for virtual absence
Of salt retention
l, 2.5 and 5 mg. white tablets
星図圏
CORPORATION. BLOOMFIELD, NEW JERSEY
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● debilitated
' elderIy
O diabetics
● infants, eSPeCialIy prematures
●　those on corticoids
● those who developed moniliasis on
PreVious bI.Oad-SPeCtI.um therapy
● Patients on proIonged and/Or high
antibiotic dosage
' WOmen-eSPeCially if pregnant
Or diabetic
置he bes置broad-SPec置細um anlibio書ic lo use is
酷評曹馨問詰㊥醍醐糟司′
Squibb Tetr∂CyClme Phosphate Complex (Sumycin) and Nystatin ( MycostatIn)　　　　sumycin plus Mycostatin
for practicai purposes) Mysteclin-V Is sodlum-free
for 〃buiIt-in〃 safety, Mystec=n-V combines:
SQpIB盆
㊨
Squ滝もQuα妨リー
砺e Pl・iceie8$ In,gγe就e庇
1.耽tracycline phosphate complex (Su-
mycin) for superior initial tetracycline
blood levels, aSSuring fast transport of
adequate tetracycline to the infection site.
2. Mycostatin鵜the first safe antifungal
antibiotic-for its specific antimonilial ac-
tivity. Mycostatin protects many patients
(see above) who are particularly prone to
monilial complications when on broad-
SPeCtrum therapy.
CαP8ule8 (250 mg./250,000 u.), bott】es of 16 and lOO・
Hαげ-Stre,"g拐CαP8uZes (125 mg./125,000 u.), bottles
of 16 and lOO. St18Pe?~$io,t (125 mg./125,000 u.), 2 oz.
bottles. Ped海γわDγOPS (100 mg./100,000 u. per cc.),
10 cc. dropper bottles.
`MYSTEcしIN.〇 、MYcOST∧TIN‘⑫ AND `SuMYCrN. ▲RE SQUはB了R^OEM^R嶋S
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a Major B「eakth「ough
in ED害肌A鵜
雪n HYPER丁ENS音ON
⑰
(CHしOROTHIAZi Dと)
EDEMA」DIJRi口s an enti「eiy new, 0「a=y effec-
tive, nOnmerCuriaI diu「etic-CIassed as the most
POtent and most consi§tentIy effective o「ai agent
availabie-With actjvity equivaIent to that o=he
Pa「enterai me「Cu「ials.
1ndica髄oれS: Any indication for diuresis is an
indication fo「 iDIURlしi.
Dosage: One or two 500 mg. tabIets of iDIURlしi
OnCe Or tWice a day.
HYPERTENSION」DIURlしI imp「oves and sim・
P輔es the management of hype巾ension: it poten・
tiates the action of anl冊ypertensive agents and
Often reduces dosage 「equi「ements fo「 SuCh agents
beiow the leveI of di§t「eSSing §ide effects.
1ndications: Hypertension of any degree of
SeVe 「i ty.
Dosage: One 250 mg. tabiet iDiURIしi two times
daiIy to one 500 mg. tablet iDIJRILI th「ee times
da時
S叫p帖ed: 250 mg. and 500 mg. scored tablet§
IDIJRiLi (Chiorothiazide), bottles of 100 and l,000.
一DiURILl isatradema「k oI MeJck & Co., inc.
MERCK SHARP & DOHME
Division o( MERCl( & CO.,国C. . PIliIadeIphia l, Pa.
?
FuRADAN丁gN⑪ !NTRAVENOUS SOLUTiON
B京▲N〇 〇『購i了R°「Ua▲NT°IN
Often rapidly effective :
海s2/Sまem乞e海fee綴o殺s such as septicemia (bacteremia), Peri-
tonitis, and other bacterial infections as of postoperative
wounds and abscesses, When the organism is susceptible to
FuRADANTIN ;高o set)eγe gen海0%壷のαrひ加αeさinfections when
the patient is unable to take FuRADANTIN by mouth.
FuRADANTIN I.V. has proven dramatically effective-Often
lifesaving-eVen in infections which failed to respond to
other antibacterials. It has been administered to adults and
children alike without serious toxic effects.
FuRADANTIN I.V. solution is dissolved aseptically in a sterile
diluen七at room temperature, just prior to use by intravenous
drip only. Full dosage instructions and discussion of indi-
Cations and side effects are encIosed in each package.
FuRADANTIN I.V. is now available to all hospital pharmacies.
q岬慮警護慧護憲霊霊宝
3l
←拘〃 Can呼eC抄
-　Pablum High Protein Cereal was
Created to help meet baby’s protein
needs during the first year of growth.
It is 35% protein, a level much higher
′　than in many foods known for high
protein content. It satisfies baby’s
hunger for longer periods of time-
面h co所虎nce
longer 7諒g庇periods. Babies also relish
Pablum Mixed Cereal, Rice Cereal,
Barley Cereal and Oatmeal. ‥
沈e baby ceγeals made to phαγma-
さあ訪al鍋肌daγds of qαa祝y - eSpe-
c融Iy pγOCeSSed ior e証rα SmOO青hness
and la8まing fγeShness.
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SIDE EFFEC丁S MARKEDLY REDUCED
W極e oγ Boo鳥娩
帰陣霊t;
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SINCE ITS FOUNDING
in 1912 Liberty Mutual has grown to
be one of the largest mutual casualty
insurance companies in the world.
Throughout the years, this company
has been a leader in the prevention of loss.
Liberty’s own Research Center is
Staffed by specialists who work fu11-time creating ways
to prevent accidents and losses. From Liberty sponsored
research at Comell Aeronautical Laboratory have come
ideas for use of seat belts and padding and many
Other suggestions to make safer automobiles.
“ The Compα物脇αきsめ偽ds bg gou’’
also goes beyond the prompt, fair settlement of claims.
Liberty maintains Rehabilitation Centers for injured
WOrkers. At these Centers, Physical therapists,
PrOSthetists, medical advisors and countless others
help injured men and women back along
the road to recovery.
[!BERTY MU丁UAL INSURANCE COMPANY. HOME OFFICE: BOSTON
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Luasmin
CαpSules αnd E硯eγic Coαied Tαble!s
二(冒萱≡藁の
Theophy冊ne
Sodium Acetate
O.2 Gm.
Ephed両e
Su臨1e
30爪g.
Phenoba「bitaI
Sodium
30 mg.
An established formula, Luasmin sup-
plies three ingredients which provide the
practical symptomatic approach in the
treatment of bronchial asthma.
Taken before bedtime, a CaPSule and a
tablet usually assure a full night’s sleep.
During the day, Luasmin capsules bring
PrOmPt relief.
@讐フ
Sαmples αnd li書eγa短γe On γeq基`eSき
Brewer & Company, Inc.
Worcester 8, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
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鹿輔鰯警醒の輔弼ee軸の$軸の醜聞の軸鵬繭転greater
ant馴e「gic, a鵬ti「heumatic and制ti"inflammat叩activ叫
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